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Just Do It - Quick Inventory, a question, and a puzzle

Inventory: Who has participated in:

❏ Library of Congress Teaching with Primary Sources Program? If yes, how?
❏ An exploration to the C3 hub? If yes, how?
❏ The design or use of an Inquiry Design Model lesson based on the C3 

Framework? If yes, how?

Question: What do you consider to be some of the challenges when teaching 
and learning with historical sources?

Puzzle: How can I make a secondary source into a primary source?

David
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How Can I Make a Secondary Source into  
P rimary S ource???

It is the questions we decide to ask that determine whether 
something is a primary or a secondary source. Thus 
Gibbon’s book The History of the Decline and Fall of the 
Roman Empire may be either a primary or a secondary 
source, depending on whether we are asking questions 
about Rome or about eighteenth-century ideas.

David
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WORKSHOP AGENDA

1. Rationale - Understanding the relationship between primary 
sources and disciplinary literacy in history and social studies

2. Searching for compelling  sources from the Library of Congress 
to draws students into inquiry 

3. Nurturing and scaffolding inquiry with source analysis
4. Exploring student activism in IDM’s from the Library of 

Congress C3 Hub 

David
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Playing with TPS/C3 - Your experiences You Do - Just Did—-Our experiences - We DoRationale - In search of disciplinary literacy in History and Social StudiesThe Power of Sources to draw in students- WE Do - You do (your favourite sources)Locating and Using Sources to Engage Your Students- Care- Perspective taking- empathy as a way into student activism and taking informed action - We DoPlaying with searching for sources yourself - YOU DONurturing and Scaffolding Inquiry WE DO - YOU DOExploring IDM’s from the Library of Congress C3 Hub and critically exploring the extent to which they move toward taking action - YOU DOProgress in ideas - WE DOYour ideas for Connecting TPS to Informed Action - You Do



1. Rationale - Understanding the relationship 
between primary sources and disciplinary 
literacy

Disciplinary Literacy

Student Activism??? Really?

History as an inquiry based inferential discipline

Ambitious, Noble, and Bloody Hard Work for All!
David
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David



Teaching history / social studies as an inquiry- based discipline to support the 
development of  informed, concerned, and participative citizens in  a 

multicultural society is a noble and idealistic endeavor 

Inquiry Arc
• Dimension 1: Developing Questions 

and Planning Inquiries

• Dimension 2:  Applying Disciplinary 
Tools and Concepts (Civics, 
Economics, Geography, and History)

• Dimension 3:  Evaluating Sources 
and Using Evidence 

• Dimension 4:  Communicating 
Conclusions and Taking Informed 
ActionDavid

Presenter
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Importance of Inquiry – based learning is also something seeing in the USA- and it pushes against what the typical transmission model..



David

Informed Action:How can 
teachers encourage?

● Recognize the complexity
● Provide inquiries that foster 

care and concern
● Recognize value of evidence
● Demonstrate source analysis
● Provide opportunities for 

listening, questioning and 
respectful dialogue 
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Ann will create talking pointRecognize complexity of activism\]�Tf,c l�8 tfc/juytrszAnd need to become aware of what we are doing rather and unaware- need to provide inquiries to foster care∫e2		e3`sC  and concern    and perspective taking a sense of empathy and curiosity to learn to recognize value of evidence and abili Œty to unpack sources- the important of sustaining the inquiry arc...



As history/social studies teachers our goal is 
to create powerful, engaging and meaningful 
learning opportunities in our social studies 
(history) classrooms.  

ἱστορ-ία

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Istor-ia – given to us by Heroditus, the father of our discipline, over 2,500 years ago. Istoria – History – they are one and the same word and quite simply they mean…



As  social studies teachers our goal is to 
create powerful, engaging and meaningful 
learning opportunities in our social studies 
classrooms. 

ἱστορ-ία = e(i)nquiry

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Enquiry.Active, engaged, questioning, enquiryNot the passive, narrative, story-telling that some commentators would have us believe is the essence of classroom HistoryI blame the Romans! (Always a good lot to blame because they can’t defend themselves anymore!)They confuse the term for Story.Nothing wrong with that.Story is clearly a vital element of History. Story is the wonderful, engaging presentation of Hisotry. But it is not the process of History. Istoria (Greek) is active, enquiry-led research. Storico (Latin) is the final representation of Istoria



What should our students’ response be to the 
systematic and sophisticated literacy embedded in the 
doing of history?

• Curiosity – Engage students preconceptions and confusion
• Questions – Let them ask the questions
• Enquiry – How can we find out? Develop a research plan
• Investigation – The hard graft of research
• Evaluation – How will this “stuff” help answer my question?
• Interpretation – What do I think this “stuff” means?
• Judgement – The final evidence based claim /response to the question

A simple mnemonic! 

C.Q.E.I.E.I.J
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Presentation Notes
If we want to get our students to really understand this noble and idealistic endeavour then we need to actively engage them in the process of of doing social studiesCuriosity – Engage students preconceptions and confusionQuestions – Let them ask the questionsEnquiry – How can we find out? Develop a research planInvestigation – The hard graft of historical researchEvaluation – How will this “stuff” help answer my question?Interpretation – What do I think this “stuff” means?Judgement – The final Historical response to the questionEasily summed up in that handy mnemonic – C.Q.E.I.E.I.JOr maybe notMore effectively remembered by the mnemonic – DOCUMENTS!



Active inquiry based-source based authentic history and 
social studies is often represented as an ideal or ambitious 
approach, however  the shift from theory to practice is 
challenging…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The devil is in the details- how can we make the leap from theory to practice- help students feel successful- implement the goals of the curriculumImplementation is not always easy even when great resources – as teachers we need to think about access and scaffolds to support and faciliate inquiry, develop indepednent thinking- this involves strategiec models, concept development, explicit instruction and feedback



More often the 
message is subtle

In my opinion I don’t see how sources are testing 
students on their knowledge on the history they have 
been studying as, if you don’t get the message of the 
source then you aren't going to be able to answer the 
question correctly. 

So in future i think personally it would be better to be 
examined in a different way

Even if I did know all there was to know on the subject 
then I still wouldn’t get a good grade as I didn’t get the 
source. 

It would be simpler to just ask questions and answer 
them in full, just being tested like that. As history is 
hard enough without having sources as well, as you 
have a lot to learn in such short time. Please take what 
I have wrote in consideration. Many thanks
Yours …



Melanie’s mindset
• History / Social Studies = stuff 
• Sources just unhelpful versions of the 

textbook
• Contains information i.e. the message of 

the source is exactly what it says
OR   

• Contains lies OR The ‘wrong’ information



What Melanie doesn’t want to hear 
….
• Sources are NOT just unhelpful versions of the 

textbook
• If you see them as just  ‘information’ to be retrieved, 

accepted, or rejected you are not doing social studies
• We use sources to look for the things which are not 

found in textbooks 
– Attitudes, values, concerns, anger ….
– Purpose and what this reveals about the author / society
– Methods used by groups / individuals to influence others

• We can sometimes learn from the creation / existence 
of the source (cultural artifact)

• They transport us back to before people knew the 
outcome of an event - They challenge the concept of 
inevitability



Why do students find it hard to do inquiry and 
engage with sources?

• Because it’s difficult on so many levels! 
– Text complexity of the sources to start with

• Also threatening – requires the student to open up and 
say what he/she thinks

• Against the grain of the signature pedagogy of the 
classroom?

• Binary thinking and/or confirmation bias
• Limited prior knowledge
• Diverse student body in terms of needs, abilities, 

language development

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Recognize that what they are doing is challenging for studentsInteraction between text and reADER--Qualitativeaspects of the text come into play (e.g., levels ofmeaning, language conventionality, and knowledgedemands)A thorny instructional dilemma emerges fromthis definition: on the one hand, students shouldengage with complex texts that broaden their linguisticrepertoire; on the other hand, they shouldengage with texts in ways that are rigorous andintellectually meaningful. If they devote all theirmental resources to assembling a basic understandingof the propositions in the text (what vanDijk and Kintsch, 1983, call a ''textbase model"),they have few resources remaining to interpretor analyze what the author is actually saying andhow it relates to what they already know (whatthe same researchers call a "situation model").MotivationNeed to align instruction with student needs and abilities, language developmentEmerging bilingual learners so reading writing and discussion process can be difficult Limited prior knowledgeIncreasing levels of complexity of inquiry as opposed to transmission modelIncreased expectations of  the students



Inquiry Based Social Studies is Systematic and Sophisticated 
Disciplinary Literacy Work

• Questioning

• Planning

• Making claims

• Using evidence

• Inferring

• Contextualizing

• Summarizing

• Monitoring

• Constructing, Adapting, Presenting, 
Critiquing arguments and explanations

• Analyzing social problems

• Assessing options for action

• Taking Action

• Making meaning

• Critical thinking

• Knowledge construction

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Requires a lot from students and teachers



Content v Skills- A distracting dichotomy

the acquisition of … knowledge is “both the
servant and the result of enquiry

(Counsell, 2000, p.70)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For teachers we worry they don’t have the prior knowledge first to even understand a sourceAn argument that can be distracting and unproductive helps to see



Teaching the content and skill of social studies  (how to work with sources and 
engage in inquiry)  to children is something educators can / must nurture, not 
something we wait for or whose absence we must lament. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
They are not just for the privilege- Learning to work with sources to engage in inquiry is vital for all.And today I want to share some ideas and scaffolds, and activities that I have developed and worked with over time with you to help studentsFeel success with source work- and motivated to learn through sources work, So creating access and success and scaffolds Now to be honest in looking at your textbooks what I read really resonated with me in terms of the supports and scaffolds built in. So if nothing else I hope some of the things I share will resonate as we think about ideas and ways to support and explicitly scaffold source work. That is going to be much of my message today- the importance of creating access to sources and also explicilty scaffolding them as part of engaging in what I keep refering to as sophisticated and systematic literacy work.So here is the plan today– and some of what I say I hope you will see connecting and complimenting to the ideas of keith and jeremyI am also not here to fix, solve- to me that is not what professional development is about but it is about sharing, discussing, building models and recognzing the importance of ascribing value to what we want students to do, creating access to the complex activities and being explicity in our strategies and scaffoldsINVITE SUCCESS- CREATE ACCESS TO SUCCESS… EXPLAIN DEMONSTRATE, PARTICIPATE MODELREQUIRES THINKING ABOUT HOW STUDENTS LEARN AND HOW TO MOTIVATE LEARNING- SO WHAT LEARNIGN PRINCIPLES CAN INFORM OUR PRACTICE BEYOND– JUST MAKING CHILDREN REPEATEDLY DO SOURCE BASED QUESTIONS– NEED DELIBERATE PRACTICE AND DELIBERATE FEEDBACK AND WHY DOING IT



Learning to linger
and move 
through the layers 
of inference

Explain, Demonstrate, 
Participate

Building Resonance

What gets processed gets 
learned
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Presentation Notes
SO WE HAVE A BIG AGENDA TO PLAY WITH TO HELP THINK ABOUT LEARNING, ACCESS, SUPPORTBEGINS WITH IN THINKING ABOUT THE MOVITATION TO LEARN LIT HELPING STUDENTS UNDERSTAND WHY USEFUL, WHY IMPORTANT TO WORK WITH SOURCES- NOT JUST BECAUSE ON THE TEST – AND LEARNING THEY CAN BE SUCCESSFUL AND THAT YOU CAN HELP THEM PROGRESS AND IMPROVETHIS TO ME – NOT MEANING TO TRIVIALIZE BUT DO BORROW FROM BOURDIEU IS TO LEARN TO PLAY THE GAME- LEARN THE RULES AND APPROACHES IN TERMS OF HOW TO PLAY THE GAME WELL… Students need to engage with and understand ….Interpretations come in many formsInterpretations are constructed, managed and contested – We seedifferent heroes / villains / golden agesInterpretations often shape the evidence as much as the evidence shaping the interpretationMany historical and contemporary debates are about what matters rather than what happenedInterpretations cannot be understood or evaluated without an understanding of context (and subsets such as purpose, style, imagery etc)Make the exam easy by going beyond the examNeed for teachers to build Learning Packages– high quality experiences- models of practice that explain, demonatrate- allow them to practice



We need to be explicit about what sources do… and 
then how to work with them with our students

Sources yield evidence but only when they are 
used as such, to support a claim, back up a 
theory, establish a fact or to generate a 
hypothesis (Ashby, 2011, p. 140)

Presenter
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But students need to understand what source work really is .. Why bother, how to do it and what it will provide them and why it is usefulWhich goes back to motivation to learnBut also by being explicit about what they are and how to work with them No matter how much ‘source work’ or ‘enquiries’ students are set, if they have no grasp of the concept of evidence they will be doing something more akin to finding blemishes on apples in a supermarket In order to reject them, or compiling information (Lee, 2011, p. 64) 



It is only when students understand that historians can ask 
questions about historical sources that those sources were not 
designed to answer, and that much of the evidence used by 
historians was not intended to report anything, that they are 
freed from dependence on truthful testimony. Much of what 
holds interest for historians… could not have been 
“eyewitnessed” by anyone, not even by us if we could return by 
time machine. Once students begin to operate with a concept 
of evidence as something inferential and see eyewitnesses not 
as handing down history but as providing evidence, history 
can resume once again; it becomes intelligible, even a powerful, 
way of thinking about the past  (Lee, 2005 p. 36-37). 



2.  Searching for Compelling Sources at 
the Library of Congress to draw 
students into inquiry and lead to taking 
informed action.

Introducing  pre-service teachers to the power of 
Library of Congress primary sources  (TPS BASICS)

Locating and identifying compelling sources at the 
Library of Congress

Ann
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To Register: http://bit.ly/TPSBasics_Register



#1 Teachers Page

#2 Searching



#3 Copyright and 
Citations

#4 Exhibitions



#5 Collections

#6-12 Teaching Strategies Using Primary Sources





LIBRARY OF CONGRESS PRIMARY SOURCES TO TEACH 
DIFFICULT TOPICS DISCOVRED BY PRE-SERVICE TEACHERS

Terrorism

I really was intrigued by the comic depicting the 
aftermath of 9/11. I think this is a great picture to 
use to help teach students about that event. In 
most cases, students do not know what 
happened because they are a part of the first 
generation of students to not remember the 
event. It can be very devastating to students to 
show some pictures of the event, so this cartoon 
is a great example of how to depict the event 
without showing grim photographs.

Jackie McGuinness Tutorial #4 Exhibitions

https://www.loc.gov/exhibitions/comic-art/about-this-exhibition/late-twentieth-century-and-onward-1970s-to-2000s/shocking-reality/
https://www.loc.gov/exhibitions/comic-art/about-this-exhibition/late-twentieth-century-and-onward-1970s-to-2000s/shocking-reality/


LIBRARY OF CONGRESS PRIMARY SOURCES TO TEACH 
DIFFICULT TOPICS DISCOVRED BY PRE-SERVICE TEACHERS

I selected this resource because I was looking for 
primary sources related to Harper Lee's To Kill a 
Mockingbird. Eleanor Roosevelt's letter connects 
to the broader historical context of the novel, as 
well as to the content/plot of the novel itself in 
that black people were often accused and 
lynched for the alleged raping of white women. 
Another interesting fact that this letter reveals is 
that federal action in the "lynching situation" was 
considered unconstitutional. 

Brooke Boutwell, Tutorial #1 Teachers Page

http://lcweb2.loc.gov/cgi-bin/query/r?ammem/mcc:@field(DOCID+@lit(mcc/015))
http://lcweb2.loc.gov/cgi-bin/query/r?ammem/mcc:@field(DOCID+@lit(mcc/015))


LIBRARY OF CONGRESS PRIMARY SOURCES TO TEACH 
DIFFICULT TOPICS DISCOVRED BY PRE-SERVICE TEACHERS

Child Labor

I like this Lewis Hine picture because it has children 
in it, which would allow my students to connect with 
it on a personal level. I could imagine using this 
image as a great opening activity to talk about 
industrialization and child labor. Imaginatively 
stepping into this photo allowed me to contemplate 
the sensory experience of working in a glass factory 
in a way that I probably wouldn't have without using 
this primary source to play hide and seek on 
Mulberry Street.

Jenni Gallagher,Tutorial 8: Hide and Seek on Mulberry Street

https://www.loc.gov/pictures/item/2018673755/
https://www.loc.gov/item/2018673755/%20.


Searching for primary sources at loc.gov

1. Open http://loc.gov
2. Type keyword or phrase
3. Narrow search by 

○ Format
○ Access Condition
○ Date
○ Location
○ Part of….
○ Subject
○ Cite this item

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Example -- Jim CrowGallery ViewWeb Pages--Currated selectionsLocations  (Penna) - Prologue for Exhibit The Civil Rights Act of 1964 - Hughes  https://www.loc.gov/item/afc1950037_afs09990a/Dates  -  1900-99; 1940-49; NAACP Exhibit -- Jim Crow Poster

http://loc.gov
http://loc.gov


Searching for primary sources at loc.gov
Inside Collections

Keywords - Topics - Dates - States - Newspaper

Presenter
Presentation Notes
  Recommended Topics Plessy vs. Ferguson (Jim Crow)  Important Dates  1890-96  LA passed a law and Supreme Court found it consittuional  Search Terms  Sample Articles - The Jim Crow Car

https://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/


Searching for primary sources at 
http://loc.gov/teachers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
  Jim Crow-- Rosa Parks - Teachers Blog - Rosa Parks Gallery - Montgomery Fair Date Book used as notebook by Rosa Parks

http://loc.gov/teachers
http://loc.gov/teachers/


Now’s the time to search 
for yourself to find 
primary sources that 
could be used to teach a 
difficult and controversial 
topics in your classroom.

Group Google Worksheet

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sharing time discussion after work on Google WorksheetFind a 1- 2 compelling sources - 10 mins of searching

http://bit.ly/TPS-Search
https://www.loc.gov/item/2010717061/


3.  Nurturing and scaffolding inquiry 
with primary source analysis

● Tools for Analysis 
○ Library of Congress Analysis Tool
○ SCIM-C

● Explaining, Demonstrating and Practicing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Unpack one from library that they found with LOCUnpack one from library that they found with SCIM-C



Library of Congress Analysis Tool

Ann
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10-12 min

http://loc.gov/teachers/primary-source-analysis-tool/


OBSERVE:  What do you see? (Dates, 
objects, text, people, animals)

REFLECT:  What do your observations 
mean?

QUESTION: What questions do you 
have?  Who? What? When? 
Where?Why?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Demo with this one in Poll EV---Then Think--Pair Share --- with one of their found primary sources from LOC

https://www.loc.gov/exhibitions/comic-art/about-this-exhibition/late-twentieth-century-and-onward-1970s-to-2000s/shocking-reality/


LET’S DO IT!  POLL EVERYWHERE 

Laptop or Tablet 
http://PollEv.com/tpseastern

Cell Phone
● Text TPSEASTERN to 22333 to 

Join
● Then text your observations 

reflections and questions

https://www.polleverywhere.com/my/polls
http://pollev.com/tpseastern
https://www.loc.gov/exhibitions/comic-art/about-this-exhibition/late-twentieth-century-and-onward-1970s-to-2000s/shocking-reality/


Scaffolding Inquiry and Supporting Learning in the 
Social Studies

David
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Presentation Notes
10-12 min



SCIM-C 

Explicit Hard Scaffolding
From source to evidence to 

interpretation



Strategy Development
1. The Teacher Should:

a) teach the strategy explicitly;
b) model and explain the use of the strategy;
c) teach when, where, and why to use the strategy;
d) provide examples of the strategy in use;
e) provide students with feedback on strategy use; and
f) provide opportunities to use the strategy beyond the classroom.

2. The Student Should:
a) practice the strategy in realistic situations;
b) monitor the effectiveness of the strategy in use;
c) self-regulate the use of the strategy;
d) practice using the strategy in a realistic context;
e) practice using the strategy over a long period of time; and
f) adapt the use of the strategy to varing situations.



5 phases- 4 questions per phase (maybe)



5 Phases – 4 Questions Per Phase
Examining single source. Squeezing it / wringing it out.

Phase 1: Summarizing
Facts/ Details/ Observation. Go obvious- What do you 
see, read and hear?
1. What type of document is the source? (goes to 
primary/secondary/ record or relic)
2. What specific information, details, and/or perspectives 
does the source provide?
3. What are the subject and purpose of the source? (goes 
to intention)
4. What are the author and audience of the source?



5 Phases – 4 Questions Per Phase

Examining single source. Squeezing it / ringing it out.
Phase 2: Contextualizing
Placing the source in time and space
1. When and where was the source produced?
2. Why was the source produced? (goes to intention)
3. What was happening within the immediate and broader 
context at the time the source was
produced? (goes to context)
4. What summarizing information can place the source in 
time and space?



5 Phases – 4 Questions Per Phase

Examining single source. Squeezing it / ringing it out.
Phase 3: Inferring
What is suggested? Making educated guesses and ideas.
1. What is suggested by the source?
2. What interpretations may be drawn from the source?
3. What perspectives are indicated in the source?
4. What inferences may be drawn from absences or omissions 
in the source?



5 Phases – 4 Questions Per Phase
Examining single source. Squeezing it / ringing it out.
Phase 4: Monitoring
What is the question again? have I lingered with the source-
squeezed it?
1. What additional evidence beyond the source is necessary?
2. What ideas, images, or terms need further defining from 
the source?
3. How useful or significant is the source for its intended 
purpose in answering the historical
question?
4. What questions from the previous stages need to be 
revisited in order to analyze the source satisfactorily?



5 Phases – 4 Questions Per Phase
Across the sources in order to answer the question and create 
an account
Phase 5: Corroborating
What can I write- what do the charts tell me? What do I know 
now.
1. What similarities and differences exist between the 
sources?
2. What factors could account for the similarities and 
differences?
3. What conclusions can be drawn from the accumulated 
interpretations?
4. What additional information or sources are necessary to 

  f ll  th  idi  ti ?



5 phases- 4 questions per phase (maybe)
• To what extent do these questions mirror the 

implicit questions you ask of a source? Who 
taught you? “Just got it…” (but not all kids do)

• The power of checklists-- - helps with memory 
recall and creates  explicit basic steps for  complex 
routines. (See A. Gawande’s The Checklist 
Manifesto or his article “The Checklist” in the New 
Yorker)

• EXPLAIN, DEMONSTRATE, PARTICIPATE

http://www.newyorker.com/reporting/2007/12/10/071210fa_fact_gawande?printable=true


Challenging tasks and the importance of 
complexity reduction

• Avoiding mistakes 
because we don’t make 
proper use of what we 
know
– Checklists for everyone
– Shopping lists
– Protocols

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Gawande begins by making a distinction between errors of ignorance (mistakes we make because we don’t know enough), and errors of ineptitude (mistakes we made because we don’t make proper use of what we know). Failure in the modern world, he writes, is really about the second of these errors, and he walks us through a series of examples from medicine showing how the routine tasks of surgeons have now become so incredibly complicated that mistakes of one kind or another are virtually inevitable: it’s just too easy for an otherwise competent doctor to miss a step, or forget to ask a key question or, in the stress and pressure of the moment, to fail to plan properly for every eventuality. Gawande then visits with pilots and the people who build skyscrapers and comes back with a solution. Experts need checklists–literally–written guides that walk them through the key steps in any complex procedure. In the last section of the book, Gawande shows how his research team has taken this idea, developed a safe surgery checklist, and applied it around the world, with staggering success.



SCIM-C Graphics



SCIM-C Chart 1 
Page 3 in 
Handouts



SCIM-C Chart 2 
Page 4 in 
Handouts



SCIM-C Chart 3 
Page 5 in 
Handouts



SCIM-C Chart for 
Younger Students 

Page 6 in 
Handouts



SCIM-C Chart for 
Younger Students 

Page 7



SCIM-C Charts for 
Younger Students 

Page 8



TPS Project

“The Dining of 
Washington”: Using 
the Chronicling 
America Historic 
Newspaper 
Collection to 
facilitate the doing 
of history in a 
standards-based 
environment

SCIM-C CHARTS

http://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/lccn/sn85034438/1901-10-20/ed-1/seq-1/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cut--these slides

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/14jpChwZbw45pp4zLZPi3daEVfW5bpEiHWSdXxx2gY8c/edit#slide=id.p3
http://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/lccn/sn85034438/1901-10-20/ed-1/seq-1/


Making Connections- Go Way Back
Old Sam Jones runs and owns

A cafe on Easy Street,
But a coon hangs 'round that he calls 
down

That will never ever treat.
He likes his gin and will "butt in"

To every argument,
But when Sam's there, he doesn't dare;

He acts much different.
He ain't got nothin', won't do nothing'.

There's nothing he will try,
But humiliates and aggravates

• The customers that buy.
'Twas left to Sam, the proprietor man,

To find this darkey out,
And when he did, there was nothing 
hid.

Everybody heard Sam shout:

CHORUS: "Go way back, and sit down. 
Coons in your class are easy found.
You seldom have money. You never 
treat.
Get in your place and take a back seat.
Go way back and sit down."

• http://www.loc.gov/item/ihas.100010731
Words, Elmer Bowman. Music, Al Johns.
New York : F.A. Mills, 1901.
Performer: Grace Tysou

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Time permitting---we can play audio while displaying words on screen.  1 min 42 seconds

http://www.loc.gov/item/ihas.100010731


SCIM-C Chart 3 
Page 5 in 
Handouts

Find a partner 
and SCIM one of 
the sources that 
the two of you 

found.



4. Exploring student activism found in 
C3 IDMs on the Library of Congress 
Resources Hub

• How do the sources encourage taking 
informed action?

• Progression and Growth in ideas
• Brainstorming Possibilities

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, you provide students with the skills of inquiry and source evaluation and then provide them with choices of different topics in which they can put their new skills to use.Let’s look at IDM’s that use Library of Congress Stuff and begin to evaluate taking informed action- What are the steps to promoting student activism..how close are we how can we make them betterConceptually and effectively how do you get kids to care and wrestle and do the IDM’s we have move this way-- approximation of sophistication.. What else would be needed



Inquiry with Library of Congress Resources C3 Hub
http://www.c3teachers.org/inquiry-with-the-library-of-congress-hub/

Ann
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20 minThis is a GREAT idea!  You had mentioned it before but I wasn’t sure how you would frame it.  I have 1 suggestion.  In addition to the screen shots of the Taking Informed Action sections of the 16 IDMs, let’s print out a two page (front and back) of each one that gives the cover page with image and questions plus the Blueprint with all the sections.  I will put a link to the complete IDM with all the primary sources at c3teachers.org. And share examples (screenshots of those sections; download each lesson and take screenshots of each for the PowerPoint) of taking action components from each of the library of congress lessons-- as all deal with difficult or challenging history and the use Greggs student reflections… http://www.c3teachers.org/inquiry-with-the-library-of-congress-hub/Give time for teachers to look over the lessons and talk about potential and limits of activisim   (Here’s the handout document I asked the office to print for our particiipants.  It has 2 pages for each of the IDMs on the LOC Hub.  https://drive.google.com/open?id=1SVP5Z_NE412H37HmG7HW2gGmy7prrfXR )Activism is a mainstay of contemporary society—protest has been and continues to be form for exercising agency and advocacy.  However, for  today’s young activists, social media has become a key conduit of unity and form of expression of collective ideas, accurate or not. Retrieved from https://www.socialstudies.org/conference/subthemes (under activism section)

http://www.c3teachers.org/inquiry-with-the-library-of-congress-hub/


Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ann -- Introduce Hub--Blueprints -- Review IDMsGroup Discussion --  Similarities and DifferencesKey criteriaWhich ones are hard or hidden histories---more challenging -- social justice issues---What are the challenges in these IDMs  (structure, design, implementation)



Taking Informed Action: C3 IDMs 

IDM BLUEPRINT: Performing Artists: Can Music and dance change political opinion?

IDM BLUEPRINT: Booker T. Washington in the White House

http://www.c3teachers.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/06/TPS-Champions-of-Change-06-16.pdf
http://www.c3teachers.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/04/TPS_Booker_T_Washington_11-16.pdf


Taking Informed Action: C3 IDMs 

IDM BLUEPRINT: Citizen efforts to change environmental policies in the late 1800s

IDM BLUEPRINT: The Cherokee Removal

http://www.c3teachers.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/Environmental-Policy-02-19-1.pdf
http://www.c3teachers.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/11/TPS-Cherokee-Removal-11-16.pdf


Comparing IDMs - Development in Ideas 
Around Taking Action Over Time -
Cherokee Removal

Create a document that identifies, explains, and 
defends the rights of a minority group whose 
rights are being denied in order to serve the 
needs of the majority today. (You can write a 
letter to a government official, a letter to the 
editor, create a poster, or write a poem or song 
or use any medium which will convey your 
message.)

Migratory Birds

UNDERSTAND Interview people about their 
consumer choices not to purchase something 
because it may cause harm to someone or 
something. ASSESS Consider how you could 
inform others of the harmful effects of buying 
certain consumer products. ACTION Create a 
poster, flyer, or written announcement to 
convince others to stop buying a particular 
product that has harmed someone or 
something.

David



Let’s Unpack some IDMS
● Review IDMs
● Group Discussion 

○ Which ones are hard or hidden histories---more challenging --
social justice issues---

○ What are the challenges in these IDMs  (structure, design, 
implementation)? How would you change them?

○ Which one of these would move your students towrard activism or 
agency?

○ How do or would you motivate students to take informed action?
○ What do you want Taking Action to really look like for your 

students?
David



Questions and Comments

Ann
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